We consider a multi-tank train stowage planning problem of coil (TSPP) where the given coils are assigned into the tanks of the train. Different from stowage problems in previous studies, this problem has its characteristics such as the multi-tank transportation mode, the minimum load restriction of each tank and the rigorous balance constraints. We formulate the problem as a novel mixed integer linear programming model which objectives are to maximize the total weight of loaded coils and to minimize the differences of stack positions of the coils in each tank. The NP-hardness of the problem and intractableness of optimally solving the model motivate us to develop an improved tabu search algorithm to solve it approximately. The algorithm is initiated by a two-stage heuristic where a multi-exchange neighborhood is designed to further improve the initial solutions. And then K-cycle move is used regarded as a diversification strategy in tabu search. Computational results using real data from a specialty steel manufacturer show that for small problems, which can be solved optimally by the model, the proposed algorithm can generate close-to-optimal solutions. For large practical problems the algorithm can obtain good solutions within a shorter time compared with the upper bound.
Introduction
For steel industry, product cost mainly consists of raw material cost, manufacturing cost and logistics cost. Due to the increase of raw material price and the difficulties on reducing manufacturing cost, how to reduce the logistics cost becomes a main way to enhance enterprise competitiveness. The effective logistics operation management is a good way to reduce the logistics cost. The logistics operations include transportation, storage and material handling. Reasonable transportation can improve the customer satisfaction effectively and reduce the transportation logistics cost greatly. Generally speaking, there are three primary transportation modes for delivering steel products in steel industry: ship transportation which is suitable for longdistance transport, train transportation mainly for domestic transport, and truck transportation utilized as a short-haul transport. For an inland steel company, the train transportation plays an important role in logistics operations. For example, the steel plant under our consideration has the annual production throughput of about 300 million tons and more than 20 percent of the steel products (steel coils) are transported by train.
The train transportation of the steel products is as shown in Fig. 1 . The stability of each tank of the train has to be maintained. To keep stability of each tank of the train and to reduce the numbers of crane operation, an effective train stowage plan is critical.
For each arriving train, the steel company needs to make a loading plan. The plan is made in two phases. The first phase is to select steel coils to be loaded onto the train considering the destinations of the train, order priorities, quantities and due dates of customer orders and the positions of the coils in storage yard, called the train consolidation planning problem (TCPP), and these selected coils are called the © 2014 ISIJ activated coils. The second phase is to decide that how many tanks should be loaded in and how many activated coils should be loaded in which positions of tanks, considering the constraints such as the balance of coils of each tank and the stowage requirement, called the train stowage planning problem (TSPP). In addition, not all the activated coils should be necessarily loaded into the tanks due to the strict balance constraints. In this paper, we study the second-phase problem, the train stowage planning problem (TSPP) arising in the logistics system of a steel company.
In current practice, a rough stowage plan is made manually based on the planner's experiences. Due to the large problem size and the complicated practical restrictions, it is difficult for the planners to solve it effectively. Such a manual plan often results in the need for a large number of shuffles at destination ports and lower loading rate. More effective stowage planning method is needed.
There has been little research on the train stowage planning problem for steel products. Our literature survey only found one previous study on the ship stowage planning problem of coil. Umeda et al. 1) studied a ship stowage planning problem of steel products including coils in 2001. The problem was considered as a three-dimensional allocation problem and solved using simulated annealing. In determining the positions of the stowed products, the weight balance of the ship, the loading ratio and the work efficiency of stowing were considered. The ship considered in the study had fixed slots for stowing the products. In our paper, the coils are loaded on only one layer into several tanks of the train, and the exact positions of the coils are determined by the weight and number of loaded coils, and the stowage requirements and the balance constraints are more rigorous.
Almost all the researches of stowage planning problem focus on container ship and we haven't found any study of coil stowage planning problem for train yet. For example, Avriel et al.
2) studied a stowage planning problem to minimize the number of container shifts needed for unloading them at destination port in 1998. Some constraints such as stability of the ship were not considered. Ambrosino et al. 3) addressed a stowage planning problem considering constraints such as container dimensions, weight and destinations as well as the balance of the ship in 2004. The objective was to minimize the total stowage time according to the positions of stowed containers on board. The problem was formulated as a binary integer programming model and solved using a three stage approach. Through preprocessing and prestowage in the first stages, the search space was reduced. By further relaxing some constraints the reduced model was then solved in the final stage. In 2006 Imai et al. 4) determined the container stowage and loading plans of a ship considering stacking configurations of containers in yard to maximize the ship stability and minimize the number of container shuffles during the loading process. A genetic algorithm was proposed to solve the problem and to obtain a set of non-dominated solutions. Álvarez 5) proposed an approach using the tabu search and multi-start techniques to generate vessel loading plans in reach-stacker based terminals, considering the vessel stowage requirements and the container stacking information in the yard as inputs in 2006.
There are significant differences between the stowage planning of coils and those of containers as follows.
1) The configuration of transporter is different between train and containership. The transporter of train includes many tanks which could be added or reduced flexibly and that of containership is a whole big cabin including upper deck and lower deck.
2) Containers are of standard sizes and the containers of the same size are stacked one on top of another on the ship. Steel coils, on the other hand, have different weight, diameters and widths. Due to the cylindrical shape, the coils cannot be stowed in the same way as containers.
3) In TSPP, the constraints for balance of tanks are more rigorous. For example, in a tank, the weight difference between left group and right group must be not more than 1 ton. 4) For each tank of a train, the positions for loaded coils are allocated according to the number of loaded coils for this tank, which is distinctly different from the fixed position of containership.
5) TSPP allows one or more coils to be left, that is to say, TSPP is a selective problem for loading coils whereas all of the containers must be loaded into the containership. 6) Underload is not allowed for train which is different from containership. There exists a lower limit of loaded weight for each tank in order to economize transportation cost whereas the containership must take the satisfaction of customers into consideration primarily.
More recently, Tang et al. 6) studied the item shuffling problems arising in the logistics system of steel production in 2012. An item shuffling problem in their paper was to optimize shuffling operations needed in retrieving a sequence of steel items from a warehouse served by crane. There were two types of such problems, plate shuffling problem (PSP) and coil shuffling problem (CSP), considering the item shapes. The problem PSP was modeled as a container storage location assignment problem according to reducing the shuffling numbers. In our paper, the shuffling is also considered by selecting coils with the same stack number into a tank.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section the stowage planning problem is described in detail. In section 3 we formulated the TSPP as a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model to maximize the objectives by considering some practical issues. Due to the complex loading constraints, an improved tabu search (TS) algorithm is developed in Section 4 to obtain a good stowage plan, with the initial solution obtained by a two-stage heuristic. Computational results are shown in Section 5 to demonstrate the effectiveness of the TS algorithm. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Problem Description
Given a set of steel coils to be loaded onto a train, the problem is to determine the number of the loading tanks of the train and the location of each coil on the train, considering the sizes of the coils, the stability of the train and the convenience of crane operation. Not all the activated coils should be loaded onto the train according to the strict loading requirement.
For the train transportation, the stack yard is just like a production buffer for the former process. Figure 2 indicates the sketch map of the train stack yard and the operation area.
The train loading depot is shown in Fig. 2 . It is not an open yard for stacking hot rolling coils. The symmetrical stack includes two same sections A and B, in column A1 to AE about 12-17 coils can be laid based on the dimension of the coils and 6-8 coils in column AF to AH. The tanks cannot be towed out of yard by loco only if the loading weight of each tank is larger than a limitative quantity. There are two traveling cranes for operating the import and export coils. And a coil upended is used for turning coils when stowed into the tank such as Fig. 3 . A denotes the state of the coil in stack yard, and B denotes the state of the coil in the tank.
In train stowage planning problem of coil (TSPP), the loading requirements are strict. In order to satisfy the requirements of railway administration, the loading constraints are required as follows:
1) The total weight of loading coils is not more than a maximal value.
2) There is a limitative weight of the coil loaded in the middle position of each tank.
3) The weight difference between left group and right group is not more than a fixed value as shown in Fig. 4 .
4) The weight difference between the coils of the same line in the vertical direction of the tank should be less than a maximal value. For example, in case (c) of Fig. 4 , the weight differences between the upper and the lower coils, such as coil 1 and coil 2, coil 5 and coil 6, are not more than a maximal value respectively, in case (d), the weight difference between coil 1 and coil 2, coil 3 and coil 4, coil 5 and coil 6, coil 7 and coil 8 are not more than the same maximal value respectively.
Two objectives are considered in TSPP. 1) Maximize the loading of the train According to the loading requirement above, the more the coils are loaded into the train the better the stowage plan is. Not all the activated coils need to be loaded onto the train, but underload is not allowed for the train. There exists a limit of loaded weight for each tank in order to economize transportation cost.
2) Minimize the transportation distances of cranes for loading coils
As the number of tanks can be preprocessed before the process of loading, the problem is to assign which coils to be loaded into the which tank. The coils are loaded in two layers in the stack yard, and in the same tank the loaded coils from the same stack may avoid shuffles. We regard the situation that the coils loaded in same tank have near stack positions as a better stowage planning. For example, in Table 1 , eight coils will be loaded into the tanks. A better stowage planning considering the transportation of crane is that coil 1 to coil 4 are loaded into tank 1, and the other four coils are loaded into tank 2 (suppose it is satisfied with all loading constraints). The section is expressed as the first letter of the stack position, and the column is expressed by the second letter of the stack position. According to the layout of loading depot, we consider two kinds of punished costs for reducing the distance of crane in objective function. The first one is the times of section differences for loaded coils in a tank denoted by , j denotes tank number. If the coils loaded in tank j are from the same section, , we can obtain and in the example. The second one is the times of section and column differences for loaded coils in a tank denoted by . It is defined by the anterior two letter of stack position. If the coils loaded in tank j are from the same section but not the same column, . For coil 1 to coil 4, the anterior two letters of their stack positions are same, then we can get , and the second letters of stack position of coil 5 is 3, which is different from that of coil 6 and coil 7, then we can get the times of section and column differences of coil 5 is 2, the calculation for the other three coils in tank 2 can be obtained in the same way, then . The TSPP is to determine the locations of a given set of steel coils with the same destination in the tanks of the train, considering the coil information and the loading requirements, and to optimize a combination of the above objectives.
Model
The TSPP has some complex constraints and multiple objectives which are very different from the container stowage planning problem studied in the previous literatures, and a MILP model is proposed. The objective function is to maximize the total weight of loaded coils and minimize the total times of different section and column of each two coils in tanks. In order to express this model detailedly, the position information of the tank is defined as Fig. 5 . Usually, the number of loading coils in each tank will not exceed 9.
Known parameters: C The set of activated coils, C = {1, 2, …, n}, where n is the number of coils.
J
The set of tanks, J = {1, 2, …, m}, where m is the number of tanks. Wi The weight of coil i, i ∈ C. K The set of positions of tank.
The times of section differences for loaded coils in tank j, j ∈ J. The times of section and column differences for loaded coils in tank j, j ∈ J. Tj The loading capacity of tank j, j ∈ J. P The underload weight of the tank. B1 The maximal counterbalance between the left and right coil groups. B2 The maximal counterbalance between upper and lower coils in the same coil groups, it exists only if the number of loading coils in a tank is more than five. B3 The maximal weight of the middle coil in tank, it exists only if the number of loading coils in a tank is odd number, and we suppose that the last position is for the middle coil in tank. zi The coefficient of objective function, i=1, 2, 3, 4.
The total times of section differences and section-column differences for coil i1 and coil i2, , where 
, is a large natu ural number
, is a large nat tural number
, is a large nat tural number There are two terms in the objective function including the weight of loaded coils and the total times of different section and column of loaded coils in the same tank. Constraint (2) is the value range of . Constraint (3) is the loading requirement of middle coil. Constraint (4) ensures that the loading weight of each tank is satisfied with the requirement. Constraints (5) to (14) explain the restriction of the counterbalance in two coil groups and the counterbalance between the coils in same group. Constraints (15) and (16) are the assignment constraints, which ensure that each coil is stowed only in one location and each location has at most one coil. Constraints (17) to (20) are the relations of decision variables.
Improved Tabu Search Heuristic for TSPP
The NP-hardness of the problem and intractableness of optimally solving the model motivate us to develop an improved tabu search algorithm to solve it approximately. Nowadays, there are many meta-heuristic algorithms to act as combinational optimization methodologies. However, Tabu search was proposed by Glover 7) (1986) and by Hansen 8) (1986). And it has been proven to be one of the most effective local search techniques to find near-optimal solutions and can avoid being trapped at a local optimum for various scheduling problems in previous works such as Nowicki (2004) . The TSPP under our consideration is to determine which coils are loaded onto which locations on the train and is similar to those in scheduling problems, which motivate us to adopt TS to solve our problems. This algorithm is based on a neighborhood or local search technique and its principle is to make the recent moves tabu to avoid falling into local optimum.
The main components of TS include initial solution, neighborhood, tabu list, stop criteria, speedup strategies. Each of the components is described as follows.
Initial Solution
This initial solution is a base solution for TS algorithm and the quality of final solution depends on it to a great extent. For the TSPP, to load more activated coils into the tanks is most important. According to the know-how of the planners in practice, we propose an effective two-stage heuristic to obtain an initial solution aiming for reducing the number of the coils left unloaded.
4.1.1. Two-stage Heuristic for Obtaining the Initial Solution In heuristic, the obtained solution is a feasible solution and all the constraints must be satisfied. Simulating the operation process by the planners in practice, in the first stage of the heuristic the activated coils are assigned to tanks with the following rule. Suppose there are S stack of the activated coils, and the activated coils in each stack are sequenced in cross-order on the weight of coils. We can obtain sequences , s = 1, 2, …, S, for n is an odd number, and , for n is an even number, where and mean the coil with maximum weight and the coil with minimum weight in stack s. Then we can obtain the final sequence of the activated coils C = {C1, C2, …, CS}. Mj coils are selected from sequence C to tank j sequentially, and the sum of weights of these Mj coils must satisfy the constraint (4). We can get the initial value of Mj (it is the number of the assigned coils for tank j, j ∈ J). Then these coils are assigned to exact positions in tanks according to the following rule. In each tank the coils are loaded from left and right sides to the middle of the tank, then the coils are swapped in the same tank until the constraints (3), (5) to (14) are all satisfied. If any constraint is not satisfied, the corresponding value of Mj is set 0.
In the second stage of the heuristic, we need to reduce the number of the coils left unloaded, and three situations are discussed as follows. WL is the total weight of the coils left unloaded, and the value of WL is expected to be reduced considering the objective function of maximizing the weight of loaded coils.
It denotes that all coils have already been assigned to the tanks with their positions, and it is the current final initial solution for TS algorithm. (2) WL ≥ P If WL > Tj, it means that the number of the coils left unloaded is enough to be loaded at least one tank, where j ∈ L and L is the set of empty tank, L ⊂ J.
This situation may be caused by some constraints because of the improper sequence set C and we can use some adjustment steps as follows to solve it.
Step1 Swap the orders of two coils in set CL, where CL is the set of the coils left unloaded, CL ⊂ C. According to the sequence set CL, assign the coils left unloaded to the empty tank. Assign Mj coils of set CL which subject to the constraint (4) to tank j and arrange the coils with their posi-
, is a large natural number
, is a large natural number Step2 Swap two coils one of which belongs to set CL and the other one is a member of set CY, where CY is the set of assigned coils, CY ⊂ C, CL ∩ CY = φ, then judge whether the coils left unloaded can be assigned to the empty tanks with required constraints until 0 < WL < P or WL = 0.
After the adjustment of two steps, if WL = 0, it means that all coils have already been assigned to the tanks and the current solution is the final initial solution for TS algorithm, WL ≥ P implies some activated coils and empty tanks are left finally according to the constraints of the model. (3) 0 < WL < P In the second stage for solving this situation, the usual swap operation cannot resolve it because the part of the neighborhood cannot be searched according to some constraints. The following steps are used to solve this problem.
Step1 Sort the number of set CL in non-descending order with coil weight.
Step2 Sort the tank j in non-descending order with value of , where .
Step3 Apply pair-swap to enlarge the scale of neighborhood search. Figure 6 is an example of pair-swap neighborhood for five coils. As shown in the pair swap 1 of Fig. 6 , while coil 1 is swapped with coil 2, coil 3 is swapped with coil 4.
Analyzing the character of pair-swap neighborhood, we can get the scale of neighborhood N(x) and the complexity of pair-swap neighborhood is O(n 4 ).
....... (21)
The number of items in formula (21) is n-3, where n ≥ 4 and the last item is equal to 3. Although the scale of pairswap neighborhood is very large, the number of loaded coils in a tank is not more than nine, and then the search time of pair-swap neighborhood is acceptable.
Framework of Heuristic Algorithm
For this two-stage heuristic algorithm, the main work is to increase the number of the loaded coils in the second stage in order to solve the difficulty in TS algorithm. The pair-swap operator is very effective to enlarge the search space and obtain a better initial solution at the respect of the number of loaded coils, and the search performance of TS algorithm can also be improved based on this initial solution. Figure 7 is the flow chart of two-stage heuristic algorithm.
Neighborhood Structure of TS
Neighborhood definition is a critical issue in the design of many algorithms, and it is important for the tabu search in particular. Large neighborhoods generally lead to better local optimal solutions and search accuracy. On the other hand, they also increase the time required to explore the neighborhood at each iteration. Consequently, a larger neighborhood does not necessarily produce a more effective heuristic unless one can explore it in a very efficient manner. In our algorithm we use two kinds of moves to construct correlative neighborhoods and introduce them as follows.
Swap move: this kind of move includes two instances.
(1) One is the commutation of the coils in set CY, (2) the other is the commutation between the coil in set CY and the coil in set CL. Take Fig. 8 as an example, Yi denotes the ith unloaded coil, expresses that the coil is loaded into kth position of jth tank.
K-chains move: this move is a procedure that includes chains of k commutations. The commutation used in move is swap operator, that is to say, if k=1, it becomes simple swap move. The neighborhood size of this move increases exponentially along with the size of k, and the computational time needed to explore this large neighborhood also increases rapidly following it. In order to control the computational time effectively, we build a cycle of length k=2, just as shown in Fig. 9 . In this problem, one K-chains move is related to commutation of three coils belonging to two or three tanks, and, moreover, one of them may be an unloaded coil in previous move. (a) of Fig. 9 is the commutation of the loaded coils, and (b) is the commutation with one coil in the set of unloaded coils.
Tabu List and Stopping Criteria
The size of the tabu list which may be fixed or variable is a very important parameter of tabu search algorithm. It may be fixed to some values, which means that the tabu list contains a fixed number of prohibited moves. Another kind of tabu list is variable that stochastically adapts to the change of the iterated number in a known bound. This dynamic change is a peculiar disturbance for avoiding the algorithm gets in local minimums. The key is how to confirm the bound of list. In this paper the variable list is adopted to try to produce better results.
In this problem, the tabu list records the assignments of coils and tanks. This prevents the reversal of the assignment status as long as they remain in the list.
The selection of tabu object is based on two distinct neighborhood structures. For swap move, the tabu objects are the numbers, corresponding tanks and positions of two coils. The tabu objects of k-chains move are all the corresponding information of three coils.
There are two common stopping criteria used to terminate the search procedure: 1) the maximum number of iterations (tmax) has been reached, 2) the maximum number of continuous iterations without improvement ( ) on the value of the objective function has been reached.
Diversification Strategy
Besides the standard tabu search feature, additional improving strategies are used to make the tabu search more effective.
In the proposed tabu search algorithm, if the number of continuous iterations without improvement is equal to the given number tD, the special disturbance is used to mend current solution in order to jump out of local optima. For the convenience of describing the problem, we introduce an imaginary tank as the set of unloaded coils. This kind of disturbance is a k-cycle commutation between some coils in different tanks and the imaginary tank, and k is the number of tank related to change. It is important that the commutations happen between different tanks ensuring the effect of the disturbance. Figure 10 expresses the disturbance of k=3 used in search. Some special areas cannot be explored because of the restriction with some constraints and this disturbance can enlarge the search space effectively.
Computational Results
In order to test the performance of the TS algorithm for the train stowage planning problem of coil, we collect the practical data including the tank information and the consolidation planning from transportation department of a practical steel company. For comparison, we solve the model by CPLEX to get the optimal solution and the upper bound (UB) for small problems and for large problems, and we also obtain an upper bound (PUB) of TSPP by relaxing the constraints of stowage requirement to formulate the problem as a knapsack problem. The performance of the improved TS algorithm is proved by comparing with the optimal solution and the upper bound for small-scale problems and comparing with the proposed upper bound for large-scale problems.
The experiments are programmed in visual C++ 6.0 and run on a PC with P4-3.40 GHz CPU and 1 G memory.
The Upper Bound
In small scale problem, the proposed MILP model can be solved by CPLEX. The improved TS algorithm can be compared by the solutions obtained by CPLEX. However, as the problem scale increases, the computing time for solving the model is increasing rapidly so that up to big-scale problem instances the model cannot be solved within a reasonable time. So we propose an upper bound (PUB) of TSPP to be compared with our TS algorithm as follows.
By relaxing the constraints of stowage requirements, TSPP can be formulated as a knapsack problem. N denotes the total numbers of section and column of the activated coils in the stack yard. The train is supposed to have only one tank, and the number of loading position on the train is n. The activated coils to be loaded onto the train are sequenced according to the non-increasing order of the weight of coils, and we can obtain the set of activated coils, C' = {1, 2, …, n}, where n is the number of coils. It is obvious that , and . 
Parameter Setup
The values of the parameters of MILP model are set based on the know-how of the planners and the regulations of train transportation. But the performance of the proposed algorithm does not depend on the values of the parameters. The maximal value of Wi is 27.5 ton, Tj=61, P=51, B1=1, B2=0.5, B3=13, the weight coefficients of the object function are z1=0. 4, z2=0.6, z3=2, z4=1 .
The parameters of algorithm affect the result of computation intensively because it is as delicate as in GA algorithm or SA algorithm. A mass of experiments are done to obtain the appropriate parameters. In this research, the tabu list length is Tlist = rand (5, 9) , the maximal iteration number is tmax=200, the maximal number of iterations without improvement is =60, the number of continuous iterations without improvement is tD=20. It should be noted that, when the value of tD reaches 20, it is reset to 0, and the value of remains unchanged.
Experiment Data
All of the experiment data are collected from a transportation department of an iron and steel enterprise. Four instance scales including 5 to 10 coils, 10 to 20 coils, 20 to 50 coils and 50 to 100 coils are tested according the number of activated coils, and each consolidation planning gives the corresponding tank number. In order to indicate the effective of pair-swap neighbourhood in two-stage heuristic, we also take the test with ten different instances.
Numerical Experiments
We first test the effectiveness of using pair-swap neighbourhood in two-stage heuristic. In Table 2 , ten instances are performed to indicate the validity of pair-swap neighborhood. n denotes the number of the activated coils, m denotes the number of loaded tanks, LCN denotes the number of loaded coils in tanks. The experiment results indicate that six instances of them obtain better solution in aspect of the number of loaded coils by pair-swap neighborhood, moreover, the increment of loaded coils number is increasing in evidence along with the change of instance size.
The comparison of solutions obtained by the propose TS with and without the k-cycle change is shown in Table 3 . Ten instances are performed to indicate the validity of kcycle change. LW denotes the value of total weight of the loaded coils in tanks. The experiment results indicate that the loading weight of the train is improved with the k-cycle change.
The comparison of solutions obtained by CPLEX and our heuristics is shown in Table 4 . The initial solutions obtained We use CPLEX to obtain the optimal solution or best found solution to compare with our results obtained by the tabu search algorithm. Time is the time of obtaining optimal solution for CPLEX and the tabu search heuristic. For smallscale problems, we evaluate the effectiveness of our tabu search algorithm by comparing with the solution obtained by the standard software CPLEX in Tables 6 and 7. The computation time of the standard software is limited to 60 min. If the cases of CPLEX have ended in the calculation time limitation, it means that the optimal solutions are obtained by it. And the optimal solutions are compared with the solutions obtained by the proposed tabu search. Otherwise, the upper bounds obtained by CPLEX are compared with the solutions obtained by the proposed tabu search.
For large-scale problems, the problem cannot be solved by CPLEX, and the proposed upper bounds PUB are compared with the solutions obtained by the improved TS algorithm in Tables 8 to 9 .
For the small-scale instances denoted in Table 6 , CPLEX and our algorithm can obtain optimal solutions in a short time, but our algorithm cost less time. In Table 7 , CPLEX cannot obtain the optimal solutions in a reasonable time, and the solutions obtained by our algorithm are compared by the upper bound UB obtained by CPLEX. For the large-scale instances denoted in Tables 8 and 9 , our algorithm gets better solutions than those obtained by the upper bounds PUB by relaxing the constraints of stowage requirements. The average Gap between the solutions of our algorithm and the upper bound PUB is less than 10%. On the other hand, the time that our algorithm used is less than 60 seconds. Therefore, our algorithm can solve TSPP effectively in practical loading process.
Conclusion
A multi-tank train stowage planning problem is studied in this paper, which is formulated to be a novel MILP model. A two-stage heuristic algorithm according to the know-how of the planners in practice is proposed to obtain an initial solution for tabu search algorithm. Considering the characteristics of the problem, the tabu search algorithm with different neighbourhoods and diversification strategy are proposed. The solutions obtained by our algorithm are compared with the optimal solutions and the upper bound obtained by CPLEX in small-scale problems, and compared with the proposed upper bound of the problem in large-scale problems. The computational results show that our algorithm can obtain near-optimum solutions in small scale problems and is more effective than CPLEX in large scale problems in both the quality of solutions and the computing time. In practice, the train stowage plan is made manually based on the planner's know-how. The loading rate is lower by 3.23% than our algorithm and the loading time is longer, and the second objective of our model is not considered by the planners, which will cause several unnecessary operations of cranes. The research in this paper can be used to direct the loading operation in practice effectively.
